


Teal is a highly effective and soothing antibacterial foaming hand and body 
wash made from the finest ingredients available. Teal moisturizes as it cleans 
to leave hands soft, clean and refreshed. It’s formulated for healthcare 
personnel. It is also an ideal choice for restaurants, nursing homes, schools, 

daycare facilities, etc. Using it in our fusion foamation dispenser virtually 
eliminates messy mounds of soap from accumulating on your sink or floor. 

WARNING
HAZARD STATEMENTS
May cause eye irritation.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Wear eye protection. Wash thoroughly after handling.
FIRST AID
Eye Contact: Check for and remove any contact lenses. 
Flush with large quantities of water. Seek medical 
attention if symptoms persist. Skin Contact: No known 
significant effects. Inhalation: Not applicable. Ingestion: 
Get immediate medical attention. Do not induce vomiting 
unless instructed to do so by a physician or poison 
center.

STORAGE
Store in original container protected from sunlight in a  
well ventilated area, away from incompatible materials, 
food and drink. Keep out of reach of children.
SPILL /LEAK 
Put on appropriate personal protective equipment. Move 
container from spill area. Dilute with water and mop up if 
water soluble or absorb with an inert dry material and 
place in an appropriate waste disposal container.
DISPOSAL
Dispose of material in accordance with local, state and 
federal regulations.
HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
None

directions for use
Wet hands and apply foam onto skin. Rub well, adding water if required, to maintain a good 
lather. Rinse hands with water to carry away all dirt and grime.
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COLORS OF CLEAN | from all purpose to special surface

ANTIBACTERIAL FOAMING SOAP + BODY WASH
WILD BERRY

JABÓN ESPUMANTE ANTIBACTERIAL Y GEL DE BAÑO | BAYA SILVESTRE
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Toll-Free 888-726-8323
Offices 908-912-2500
Emergency  800-424-9300 
www.cleanneeds.com
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Environmentally Preferred Green Cove products 
reflect our commitment to protect the environment, 
operate in a sustainable fashion and deliver products 
that make a difference for our planet and our custom-
ers every day.

BIODEGRADABLE, NON-TOXIC, PHOSPHOROUS FREE
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